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Muslims all over the world are ignoring the message of the New Testament because their teachers

say its text has been corrupted. Yet very few of them have checked to see whether what their

teachers say is true.  - David Byle, chairman of the Bible Correspondence Course in Turkey

(bccturkey.org)  What does it take to persuade an entire Islamic nation to recall and rewrite their

religious education materials in order to no longer teach that the Bible has been changed? Only one

thing: the QurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢an itself. The QurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢an clearly states that the Bible has not been

changed and, even more shockingly, says that anyone who teaches that the Bible has been

changed is in fact doomed to hell.  This book, Has the Bible Been Changed?, was the reason that in

1996 the Department of Religious Affairs in Turkey recalled their existing teaching materials. As you

explore these pages, you will see exactly what the QurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢an says that is so powerful that

even Islamic leaders are caused to reverse course. But this book is not persuasive with many

words. Rather, it shows the reader Scripture verses and other pertinent facts that will help lead one

to the ultimate Truth, that there is indeed only one God, and the way to Him is through His Son,

Jesus Christ. It behooves you to read this book to know that you can put your faith and confidence

in the entire Bible, that it is indeed the unchangeable, inerrant Word of God.  And we did give Moses

the guidance and made the Children of Israel to inherit the Scripture. A guide and a reminder for

men of understanding (MuÃ¢â‚¬â„¢min 40:53-54).
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Written truths based on research of the bible.

I'm so thankful for the easy o understand format of this book! It begins with enough background on

the author, that I feel very comfortable reading what he says on the subject. In a hundred years, I

would not be able to dig through & comprehend the Arabic, Hebrew, & Greek that is incorporated

into this book. Dan Wickwire has done a terrific job of laying it all out in a comprehensible manner.

I'm taking notes! He explains important Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic words, why the wording matters

& how the number of words shows that the Bible indeed has NOT been changed! He shares

important parts of the Qur'an & how it confirms the Bible as the Word of God. Although it will take

me quite awhile to soak it all up, this is a terrific crash course, and a great tool for reference.

YES the Bible has changed. Many changes and this book will prove this.Excellent. The Holy Bible

has always said that in so many words,the lamb and the lion lay down together, yet now it says the

wolf and lamb..hummmm very quantum, it has changed thru CERN.With their use of quantum

physics of which has been verified by their own words on youtube/CERN.
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